Static and Dynamic Bracing for Loss of Motion Following Total Knee Arthroplasty.
Pain and dysfunction leading to decreased range-of-motion following total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a common complication that may require treatment beyond standard rehabilitation efforts. In this review, we discuss the use of static and dynamic stretch devices to treat these range-of-motion dysfunctions. There are two mechanisms by which these devices work: dynamic stretch applies a constant low force, which allows for a variable soft-tissue displacement as they stretch, and static progressive stretch increases displacement, which allows for a constant displacement at a variable force leading to tissue stress relaxation. The uses of both devices have been reported to be effective in treating range-of-motion dysfunction after TKA. These devices are excellent options for the treatment of TKA stiffness, but they may undergo even further refinement in the future, as more information about exact indications and device modification emerge.